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1 Samuel Chapter One 

 
 

Verse One 
 
a - dj`a# (one, a certain) Is lacking in Greek manuscripts and in the Pesiqta 
Rabbati, an 8th century homily. 

 It was probably dropped from the Septuagint as being redundant.  The 
same construction, using dj*a# to indicate definiteness occurs in Judges 13:2. 

4QSama has the dj*a#, so without a doubt, dj*a# is probably the original 
reading 
 
b-b - <yp!ox <y!t^m*r*h* varies in several manuscripts.  All of them appear to spell 
<y]t^m*r*h* the same.  But several either spell <yp!ox differently, or uses a different 
word altogether.  The Syriac has ddwq’, the Targums have mtlmjdj nbjj, and the 
Septuagint has Seifa, which could be a Greek rendering of <yp!ox.  It is possible 
that the Targums, which tend to be more paraphrastic, may contain a more 
contemporary name.  The same might be true for the Syriac.   

4QSama reads:   <ypwx <ytmrh which agrees with BHS as it stands.  
Therefore <yp!ox <y!t^m*r*h is likely the original reading. 
 
c - Origen has Iereme/ihl rather than something like Ierwam as you might expect.  
The Septuagint has a slight variation in spelling, rendering it as, Ieremehl.   
 4QSama sheds some interesting light on this.  Instead of <j*r)y+ as it is in 
BHS, it has laymry , which agrees with the reading in the Septuagint.  It is 
possible that a homoioteleuton took place in the Paleo-Hebrew script.  The la at 
the end of laymry  could look like the next word, /b if not written clearly.  But that 
doesn’t explain how the het and the second yod was lost.  Since 4QSama the 
Septuagint, and Origen all agree against BHS, the weight might seem to tip 
towards laymry being the authentic reading.  However, in 1 Chronicles 6:12 
(6:27), Jeroham, not Jeremeel appears as the father of Elkanah.  However, Eliab 
rather than Elihu appears as the father of Jorham, which still creates more 
problems.  Due to the uncertainty of the evidence, I would choose to leave BHS 
as it stands. 
 

Verse 2 
 
a - Several manuscripts read = “name of the one was Hanna” which adds an 
article to tj^a.̂  The Septuagint reads o~noma th/~ mia/~, and so uses the article as well.  
4QSama does not have an article with tj^a.̂   
 The absence of the article is probably correct since it is the shorter 
reading and also agrees with 4QSama.  The article was probably added for 
stylistic reading to balance with the subsequent phrase, hN`n!P= tyn]V@h^ <v@w+ 
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Verse 4 
 
a - A few manuscripts along with the Pesiqta Rabbati add the preposition l to 
h*yt#onb+ “and to her daughers” rather than “and her daughters” as BHS has it.   
BHS probably has the correct reading since it is the shorter reading.  The l was 
probably added for stylistic reasons so it would be balanced with the preceding 
phrase, h*yn\B*-lk*l=W, “and to all her sons...”   
 
 4QSama mentions only the sons and not the daughters.  The Septuagint 
includes the daughters.  Exegetically this is of minor significance since sons 
could sometimes mean all of a person’s sons and daughters.  4QSama  probably 
preserves a more correct reading since it is the shorter reading.  The phrase 
about the daughters was probably added either for clarification or to further 
contrast the fruitfulness of Penninah and the fruitlessness of Hanna. 
 

Verse 5 
 
a-a - Lucian renders <y!P*a^ as kata; provswpon, taking the Hebrew to mean “face” 
rather than “nose.”  The phrase, <y!P*a^ tj^a^ hn`m* is incomprehensible.  What does 
“one portion of two faces/noses” mean? 
 The apparatus of BHS says to refer to 2 Sam 12:14, which begins with the 
phrase, yK! sp#a# .  According to the apparatus, the Septuagint uses the phrase at 
1 Sam 1:5, plhVn o{ti which corresponds to yK! sp#a#.  One of two things may have 
happened.  The Septuagint translators may have mistook yk <ypa for yk spa, or 
a Hebrew scribe may have mistook spa for <ypa, missing the y and mistaking the 
s for a <. Both the Septuagint and 4QSama support the latter.    

The Septuagint reads, kaiV th'/ Anna e[dwken merivda mivan o{ti oujk h\n aujth'/ 
paidivon plhVn o{ti thVn Annan hjgavpa Elkana uJpeVr tauvthn kaiV kuvrio" 
ajpevkleisen taV periV thVn mhvtran aujth'.  “And to Anna he gave one portion 
because she had no children although Elkana loved Anna above these and the 
LORD shut up her womb.” 

4QSama reads, 
tazm hnqla bha hnj ta ayk spa mydly hl /ya ayk tja hnm /ty hnjlw 
                               htrxk dly hwhy hl /tn al ayk hmjr dub rgs hwhyw  
“And to Hannah he gave one portion for she had no children although Elkanah 
loved Hannah more than these but the LORD shut up her womb for the LORD did 
not give her children like her rival.” 

It appears that the Septuagint is closer to 4QSama than to BHS.  The 
Septuagint translators probably dropped the last phrase because it was 
redundant.   4QSama confirms that the Septuagint phrase, plhVn o{ti came from a 
vorlage that read ayk spa rather than ayk <ypa .  Since 4QSama and the 

Septuagint agree together against BHS,  <y!P*a^ should be corrected to sp#a#.  The 
aleph in ayk which appears in the 4QSama, but not in BHS, appears to be a 

matter of Hebrew orthography.   
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As for the phrases and words that appear in 4QSama and not in BHS, 
there doesn’t appear to be a satisfactory explanation as to why they are missing 
from BHS.  There may have been a combination of homoioteleuton beginning 
from the first ayk, but then you would expect spa to be missing as well.  The only 
other explanation I can think of is that the extra phrases were explanatory 
glosses to explain why Hanna got only a single portion.  The missing phrases 
are somewhat significant exegetically because they declare not merely that 
Elkanah loved Hannah, but that Elkanah loved Hannah more than her rival.  
Since BHS preserves the shorter reading, this is to be preferred with the 
correction of my!p*a^ to sp#a#. 
 
b - 2 Hebrew Manuscripts add dub after rgs.  The phrase du^B= rg~s* is an idiom 
(BDB p.126 #1-b) meaning to shut behind or to shut upon, as in shutting a door 
behind someone.  4QSama uses the phrase, dub rgs.  dub may have been 
added to emphasize the act of shutting.  Since BHS has the shorter reading, it is 
to preferred.   Exegetically, this is insignificant.    
 

Verse 6 
 
a - The Syriac versions, Targums and the Vulgate render su^K^ as a verb rather 
than a noun.  The difference would have been one vowel, which in an unpointed 
text would have been unwritten.  But if it were a verb, su^K* would say, “he vexed,” 
which does not fit the context.  So this should be a noun rather than a verb.  BHS 
is correct. 
 

Verse 7 
 
a - A Hebrew Manuscript drops the conjuction, w from the beginning of the 
sentence.  The Septuagint and a couple of Latin manuscripts also drop the 
conjunction.  4QSama also drops the w.  Since 4QSama and the Septuagint are 

the shorter reading and agree against BHS, the original reading probably had no 
w  
 
b - The Syriac has an apparent variation which I cannot read. 
 
c - The Greek codices read a*nabh~nai au*tovn.  You would expect au*thvn rather 
than au*tovn, The Latin has some form of the word meaning to ascend, but beyond 
that, I don’t know.  4QSama has htlu which agrees with BHS.  Therefore BHS, 
“her going up” is correct.   
 
d - Medieval Manuscripts read tyb rather than tyb@b= .  The Septuagint uses eis... 
rather than en.  Either word in the Septuagint reflects the preposition attached to 
tyb.  The Syriac and Targums attach a l... to house, and I don’t know what that 
means.  The Vulgate uses templum, which may reflect a possible back reading of 
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verse 9 back to verse 7 where it reads hw*hy+ lk^yh@.   4QSama reads tybb, 
agreeing with BHS.  BHS is likely the original reading. 
 
e - A Hebrew manuscript adds a w to /K@.  A Greek manuscript also has a kai here, 
but nothing to indicate the /K@.  The Vulgate has et sic, and I don’t know what that 
means.  4QSama drops the /k altogether, and instead uses a w to express this 
idea.  Perhaps the original reading was a w which was mistaken for a / and so 
the k was added.   Since 4QSama has the shorter reading, and apparently 

agrees with the Septuagint against BHS, it is to be preferred.  So /K ought to be 
replaced with a w+. 
 
4QSama adds the phrase, ynda ynnh wl rmatw hnj hvya hnqla hl rmayw to this 
verse.  BHS is to be preferred because it is the shorter reading.  Exegetically, this 
phrase is insignificant. 
 

Verse 9 
 
a - A Greek manuscript has (meta) toV favgein au*touvς “after they ate” rather than 
(meta) toV favgein auth~ς “after she ate” which would have agreed with BHS.  But 
4QSama has <lka yrha “after their eating.”   A poorly written < could have been 
mistaken for a h.  Exegetically, this is of little significance.  I would leave BHS as 
it is, since this part of the narrative focuses on Hannah. 
 
b-b - This phrase, ht)v* yr@j&a ̂is lacking in Origen and Lucian.  It also does not 
appear in 4QSama.  Since this is the shorter reading, the lack of the phrase 
should be preferred.  Exegetically this is of little significance. 
 Other Greek manuscripts add kaiV katevsth e*nwvpion kuriou, which agrees 
with 4QSama, hwhy ynpl bxyttw, “and she stationed herself before the LORD.”  
This is probably an expansion.  Since BHS has the shorter reading, it is the 
preferred one. 
 
c - Medieval manuscripts render this plural.  4Sama also renders it plural.  Since 
the shorter reading is the feminine singular construct ending, it is to be preferred.  
What probably happened is 4QSama thought this to be a feminine plural ending, 
and therefore added the mater, w.  BHS as it stands should be the preferred 
reading.  Exegetically, this is of little significance. 
 
d - There is a manuscript that has tyb rather than lk^yh@.  There is apparently a 
difficulty in the Syriac, but I cannot read Syriac.  4QSama also has lkyh, 
agreeing with BHS.  This appears to be an anachronism.  You would expect the 
text to read tyb@, lh\a), nK*v=m! or something like that.  But the only alternate 
reading attested is tyb.  tyb was probably used either to eliminate the difficulty, 
or to match with the tyb used in verse seven.  Since 4QSama agrees with BHS 

and it is the more difficult reading, it is to be preferred.   
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Verse 10 
 
a - Multiple manuscripts use hwhy la rather than hwhy lu as in BHS.  4QSama 

uses hwhy la.  The original reading is probably hwhy la.  The change to lu 
probably came about due to the Aramaic influence which does not use la 
according to BDB page 757, left column.  According to BDB page 41, la and lu 
are sometimes used interchangeably.  So there is little difference in meaning 
between either reading.  Since there are multiple manuscripts along with 
4QSama that attest to la, this is to be the preferred reading.  Exegetically, this is 
insignificant.   
 

Verse 11 
 
a - A few manuscripts read arwm, “fear” which is obviously an error because the 
word makes no sense in context.  BHS and 4QSama both read hrwm, “razor,” 
which is obviously the correct reading.   
 

Verse 12 
 
a - Multiple manuscripts have la rather than yn@p=l!. 4QSama has ynpl.  The 
Septuagint has e*nwvpion which reflects a exemplar of ynpl rather than la.  BHS 
is correct as it stands.  Since ynpl “before,” or more literally, “to the 
face/presence of” and la “to” or “towards” are similar in meaning, this is 
exegetically insignificant. 
 

Verse 13 
 
a - Multiple manuscripts use la rather than lu.  The BHS apparatus says to refer 
to Gen 24:45, which has the phrase, yB!l!-la#.    4QSama uses lu, which attests to 
the reading in BHS.  Therefore, this is the correct reading.  la and lu are 
sometimes used interchangeably in Hebrew, so there is little exegetical 
significance. 
 

Verse 15 
 
a - A few manuscripts put a yk before hV*ya!.  4QSama does not.  There is also a 

reference to a Latin manuscript in the apparatus of BHS, but I can’t read Latin.  It 
also says to refer to Gen 24:45, but I’m not sure what I am supposed to see 
there.  Since BHS is the shorter reading and agrees with 4QSama, it is the 
correct reading.  This is exegetically insignificant. 
 
b-b - The Septuagint reads h& (or e*n) sklhraV h&mevra.  Apparently there is also an 
alternate reading in at least three Old Latin manuscripts, but I cannot read Latin.  
The apparatus of BHS, says to compare this with 30:25 or the verb jwr.  Not sure 
what that is supposed to mean.  4QSama reads mwy t?q h?a, which 
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corresponds with the reading the in Septuagint.  Since 4QSama agrees with the 
Septuagint against BHS, it should be the preferred reading.  What may have 
happened is mwy was mistaken for jwr because the yod and the mem may have 
been poorly written.  Exegetically, there is not a significant difference in meaning 
between “a woman of a bitter time” or “a woman of a bitter spirit.”  Exegetically, 
there is just a little significance.   
 

Verse 16 
 
a-a - There are alternate readings in both Syriac and the Vulgate, neither of 
which I can read.  4QSama says, luylb tb which supports the reading in BHS.  
Therefore, BHS as it stands should be the preferred reading. 
 

Verse 17 
 
a - The Septuagint adds soi “to you” after /T@y] .  An old Latin manuscript, a Syriac 
manuscript, and the Vulgate also add, “to you.”  This agrees with 4QSama which 
has il after /ty.  Exegetically, this is of no significance.  Since BHS has the 
shorter reading, it is to be preferred. 
 
b - Multiple manuscripts have a qere for itl? of la?.  Apparently the scribes 
believed this to be a spelling error.  There does not appear to be any manuscripts 
that attest to la? in this verse.  4QSama reads itl?.  Since ila? is a qere, and 
there appears to be no attestation in any Hebrew manuscripts, it is best to leave 
BHS as it stands because it is the more difficult reading.  Ammending the text 
would be based on conjecture, though a good one. 
 

Verse 18 
 
a - lk^aT)w~ is missing in Syriac.  This could be a homoiotelueton between the h in 
hkrdl and the h in hynpw.  BHS as it stands it the correct reading. 
 
b-b  -  The Septuagint has sunevpesen for Hl*-Wyh*.  The apparatus says to compare 
this to a coupld of old Latin manuscripts, which I cannot read.  The Septuagint 
reading agrees with 4QSama, which reads, dwu wlpn al hynpw.  Both say that her 
face/countenance fell no longer.  The text in BHS in nearly incomprehensible.  
Her face/countenance was to her no longer.  However, sometimes hyh can also 
carry the idea of falling, “to fall out” or “to fall upon,” so there is the possiblity that 
this is what is meant.  In this case, 4QSama and BHS would mean basically the 
same thing, but in different words.  If this is the case, it means that the 
Septuagint could agree with both BHS and 4QSama.  Taking hyh in this sense, it 
is best to leave BHS as it stands since it is the more difficult reading. 
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4QSama adds after hkrdl, “...ht?tw h?ya mu lkatw htk?l la awbtw” 
“And she went to her chamber and ate with her husband and drank...”  The 
Septuagint agrees with this, “kaiV eijsh'lqen eij" toV katavluma aujth'" kaiV e!fagen 
metaV tou~ a*vdroVς au*th~ς kai e!pein...”  This is probably an expansion to illustrate 
how her countenence was no longer fallen.  Since BHS has the shorter reading, 
it is the preferred one. 
 

Verse 19 
 
a - The Septuagint has toVn oîkon au*tou~.  An old Latin manuscript and the 
Vulgate also reflect a singular suffix, showing a possible exemplar of wtyb-la 
rather than <tyb-la as in BHS.  4QSama has wtybl.  Since 4QSama agrees with 

the Septuagint and the Vulgate against BHS, and since this is the shorter 
reading, wtybl is the preferred reading.   
 
4QSama reads hwhyl wwjt?yw rather than hwhy ynpl wwjt?yw.  Since 4QSama is 

the shorter reading, it is to be preferred.  This issue is exegetically insignificant. 
 
4QSama adds <krd wklyw before awbyw.  Since BHS is shorter, it is the preferred 
reading.  This issue is exegetically insignificant.   
 
4QSama adds rhtw “and she conceived” at the end of the verse.  BHS has it in 
verse 20.  The Septuagint agrees with 4QSama, and should be the preferred 
reading.   
 

Verse 20 
 
a - Several manuscripts, including some medeival ones, spell this as tp(w)qtl.  
The root is unknown, though BDB conjectures that it may be [qn II.  The lexical 
form is hp*WqT= meaning “a coming around” or “circut.”  4QSama spells this 

twpwqtl.  If the root is indeed [qn II, then the differences are only a matter of 
orthography.  Due to this uncertainty, I would leave BHS as it stands. 
 

Verse 21 
 
a - The Septuagint and 3 Latin Manuscripts add several words here.  The 
Septuagint adds, kaiV pavsa" taV" dekavta" th'" gh'" aujtou'.  This agress with 
4QSama which reads, wxra twr?um lk taw, “...and all the tithes of his land.”  
Since BHS preserves the shorter reading, it is to be preferred. 
 
4QSama renders ord+n] as a plural noun, wyrdn.  Since the context prefers the 
singular form in that it uses jb^z\, and since BHS has the shorter reading, the 
reading in BHS is to be preferred. 
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Verse 22 
 
a - du^ is lacking in a few manuscripts, but compare to 2 Sam 10:5 which also 
uses an du^ in the sentence.  The Qumran manuscripts adds r?a.  Since BHS 
has the shorter reading, it is the preferred one.   
 
b-b - Qumran manuscripts adds several words here.  4QSama reads,  
wyyj ymy lwk mlwu du ryzn whyttnw , “And I give him (as a) Nazirite forever all the 
days of his life.”  There appears to be no evidence of a homoioteleuton or 
homoioarchton, so this is probably an expansion.  Since BHS preserves the 
shorter reading, it is to be preferred. 
 
4QSama renders lm@G`y] as a Qal perfect 1st person singular verb ytlmg (“I wean”), 
rather than a Niphal Imperfect 3rd person masculine singular (“He will be 
weaned”).  The Septuagint has ajpogalaktivsw, which agrees with 4QSama.  So 

ytlmg is the preferred reading.  Exegetically, this is insignificant. 
 

Verse 23 
 
a - Qumran manuscripts add iypm axwyh , which seems to say something like, 
“the going out from your mouth.”  4QSama reads the same way and drops wrbd, 
“his word.”  The apparatus of BHS says to compare this to the Septuagint, Latin 
and Syriac manuscripts.  I can only read the Septuagint which says, ajllaV sthvsai 
kuvrio" toV ejxelqoVn ejk tou' stovmatov" sou, “but may the Lord establish the going 
out of your mouth.”  Even though the reading is attested in both Qumran and the 
Septuagint, BHS has the shorter reading and should therefore be preferred. 
 

Verse 24 
 
a - Qumran says hly?.  The Septuagint says Shlwm.  It is not certain why the 
Septuagint now adds a m to Shlwm.  The aparatus says to compare this to a Latin 
manuscript, which I cannot read.  This may merely be a matter of spelling.  Since 
BHS has the shorter reading, it is the preferred one.   
 
b-b - Qumran reads, mjlw ?l?m rqb, “cattle from three and bread.”  The 
Septuagint points to this reading, e*n movscw/ trietivzonti kaiV a[rtoi.  The 
apparatus says to compare this to 2 Latin manuscripts and Syriac.  Since BHS is 
the shorter reading, it is the preferred one. 
 
c - The Septuagint says, kaiV eijsh'lqen, “and she went up.”  Compare to a Latin 
manuscript.  BHS says, “and she brought him up.”  The Septuagint also adds, 
kaiV toV paidavrion met= aujtw'n,   “and their son.”  So this may not be a textual 
issue, but a translation issue.  BHS has the preferred reading. 
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d - The BHS reading, ru^n`, is difficult.  As a verb, it could mean, “he growled,” or 
“he shook,” or “he cried.”  Apparently, most English translations have taken this 
to be a noun rather than a verb.  So the phrase would be, “the lad was a child.”  

The Septuagint reads, met= aujtw'n, “with them” (or, met= aujth'ς, “with her”).  It is 
not certain where the Septuagint reading came from.  It would be better to leave 
BHS as it is since it is the shorter reading.  But I would render run as a noun. 
 The apparatus says there are multiple extra words in Qumran, 
hwhyl hmymy mymym h?uy r?a jbzh ta wyba fj?yw hwhy ynpl wtwa wbyrqyw 

  .lawm? tA wbyrqyw 
“And they brought him before the LORD and his father slaughtered the sacrifice 
which he made yearly to the LORD and he brought Samuel near.”  There is no 
obvious evidence homoioteleuton or anything like that.  It is possible that the 
extra words are an explanatory gloss.  Since BHS has the shorter reading, it 
would be best to leave BHS as it is.  Exegetically, this is of little significance.   
 

Verse 25 
 
4QSama - After rph reads as follows, “And Hanna the mother of the Lad came 
near to Eli.”  Since BHS has the shorter reading it is to be preferred.  
Exegetically, this is of little significance.   
 

Verse 26 
 
4QSama drops the ynda after i?pn.  The Septuagint also drops it.  Since this is 
the shorter reading, it is the preferred one. 
 

Verse 27 
 
a - The Syriac and Vulgate connect with 26.  Compare to a Latin manuscript 
which adds a word I cannot read. 
 
4QSama begins with lu rather than la.  This is of no significance since the two 
words are often used interchangeably.  It would be best to leave BHS as it is. 
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1 Samuel Chapter 2 
 
 

Chapter 1, Verse 28 and Chapter 2, verse 1 
 
a-a - 2 Variant readings for hy`h*, hyj and yj.  yj should be taken as verb, so this 
is probably a matter of orthography.  The Septuagint reflects a verb reading,  zh'/ 
aujtov", “...he himself lives...”  Compare with some Latin manuscripts, Syriac, and 
Targums.  hyh is probably an error and should be ammended to hyj. 
 
b-b - The phrase, “and he bowed himself down before the LORD and Hannah 
prayed” is missing from the Septuagint.  Compare to a Latin manuscript.  
4QSama after hwhyl lwa? says this, “and she left him there and bowed him down 
there to the LORD.”  Since BHS has the shorter reading, it is preferred. 
 
c - A few manuscripts, including a medeival one, Lucian, Syriac, and the Vulgate 
render this plural.  This is probably an error where the w was mistaken for a 3rd 
masculine plural ending rather than a suffix.  The singular verb fits the context.  
Therefore, the reading in BHS is the preferred one.   
 
d - Qumran reads ht?tw, “and she bowed down.”  This is probably an expansion.  
Since BHS has the shorter reading, it is the preferred one. 
 
e - Multiple manuscripts, several of which are medeival ones, read,  “in my God.”  
The Septuagint supports this reading.  Also compare to Latin, Syriac and the 
Vulgate.  One Syriac manuscript has nothing here.  Since multiple manuscripts 
attest to yhla, and since this reading is supported by 4QSama and the 

Septuagint, “my God” is the preferred reading.  In addition, it makes a better 
parallelism.   
 

Verse 2 
 
a-a - Qumran puts a yod before this word.  This makes no sense.  Refer to 
Codex Alexandrinus which begins with o$ti “because.”  Also refer to the old Latin.  
It appears from Alexandrinus that there may have been a yk in its exemplar.  
4QSama begins verse 2 with ayk.  What may have happened is the k at the end 
of verse one and the a at the beginning of the following word were mistaken for 
the aleph and kaf in ayk.  Therefore the ayk was inadvertently dropped.  Since 
4QSama, Qumran, and Alexendrinus all attest to yk, and because it looks like it 
may have been inadvertantly dropped, it is the preferred reading. 
 
b-b - Codex Alexandrinus transposes this to the end.  The phrase is lacking in a 
Latin manuscript.  There doesn’t appear to be a satisfactory explanation, so BHS 
remains the preferred reading. 
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c - The Septuagint reads “righteous” rather than “rock.”  4QSama has “and there 
is no rock like our God ... and ther is none righteous like our God...”  So it has 
both.  A homoiotelueton may have taken place between the two wnyhwlak.  If this 
is the case, then the phrase, “there is no rock like our God” was not written as 
“there is none righteous like our God”, it was merely left out as a result of 
homoioteleuton. 
 
4QSama reads, “For none is holy like the LORD, and none is righteous like our 
God, and none is holy but you, and there is no rock like our God.”  There is a 
possible homoioarchton here between two of the /yaw, which accounts for the 
loss of the phrase, “and none is righteous like our God.”  This phrase should be 
restored to the text as the preferred reading because there is a good explanation 
as to why it was dropped.   

As for the next phrase, “there is none holy but you,” there does not seem 
to be a good reason why the word, “holy” was dropped.  The addition of it seems 
to have a good rythym, balancing out the first phrase.  So there is more cause to 
think it was added, rather than it was taken away.  So, since BHS has the shorter 
reading, it should remain, “there is none but you.” 
 

Verse 3 
 
a - A few manuscripts lack the second “proudly.”  The Septuagint also drops it, 
and apparently a Latin manuscript does as well as the Syriac.  It is easy to see 
that a case of haplography has taken place here.  4QSama agrees with BHS.  So 
the preferred reading is in BHS as it stands. 
 
b - There is a manuscript that places q?u before qt*u*.  Also refer to the Syriac, 
Psalms 119:134, which uses the word q?u (opression), and to a few Latin 
manuscripts and the Vulgate.  I’m not sure what any of those say.  The addition 
of the word q?u would make the whole phrase in this verse say, “(do not) let 
arrogant oppression/extortion come from your mouth...”  4QSama does not have 
q?u added.  It is probably an expansion.  Therefore, since BHS has the shorter 
reading, it is the preferred one. 
 
c - Qumran has tud, the singular form rather than the plural form, twud.  The 
apparatus says to refer to the Septuagint, which reads, gnwvsewn, a feminine 
plural genitive.   4QSama also has the plural form, twud.  This could be a matter 
of orthography.  Since BHS is supported by 4QSama, the Masoretic Tradition, 
and the Septuagint, BHS has the preferred reading. 
 
d - Multiple manuscripts have a qere for a)lw+ of olw+.  The qere seems perferable, 
because the text as it stands would say, “and wantonness/deeds are not 
measured,” which does not fit the context at all.  With the qere, the text reads, 
“and by him are measured wantoness/deeds.”  The Septuagint doesn’t give 
much help because it says, qeoV" eJtoimavzwn ejpithdeuvmata aujtou', “a God who 
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prepares his pursuits.”  It is possible that they mistook alw for law and 
misunderstood the precise meaning of wnktn, translating it as meaning “to 
prepare” rather than “to measure, regulate, or estimate.”   

The qere is preferable because a)lw+ simply does not make sense in the 
context.  It probably came about as the result of a mispelling very early. 
 
e - The Septuagint codices add aujtou' at the end of the verse.  Several Latin 
manuscripts add something as well, but I can’t read them.  The Syriac adds 
something that may have come out of a qere.  The aujtou was probably added to 
smooth out the translation of the text.  Evidently, the Septuagint translators had 
some difficulty with this verse too, since they translated it to mean that God 
prepares his own pursuits, rather than God measuring the deeds of others.  
Obviously, aujtou (iyllu in Hebrew) is not how the text was written.  BHS has 
the correct reading. 
 

Verse 4 
 
a - Qumran reads htj (to snatch up) rather than <yth (shattered, dismayed).  
The Septuagint has,  hjsqevnhsen “it was weak.”  The apparatus says also to refer 
to a Latin manuscript, which I cannot read, and to 2 Sam 22:35, which uses tjn, 
(to go down, descend).  Evidently, the editors felt that this word might be derived 
from tjn.  It certainly fits the context, but it is a conjecture that is not supported by 
any textual evidence. The word,  <yth is an adjective, so a more literal 
translation in the Septuagint would have been, a*sqenhvς.  Since hjsqevnhsen is a 
verb, it might lean toward htj which is also a verb.  However, htj does not 
mean weak.  But it is possible that the translators of the Septuagint mistook htj 
for ttj.   

4QSama also has htj.  In one sense, this fits better because htj makes 
the first phrase a verbal phrase, and the next phrase is also a verbal phrase.  
With <yth in the first phrase, it is an adjectival phrase, and the second phrase is 
a verbal phrase.  It also fits better in thought.  4QSama would say, “The bow of 
mighty ones is snatched up, and the enfeebled ones gird on strength.”  There 
appears to be a better balance than BHS which literally reads, “The bow of the 
mighty broken ones, and the enfeebled ones gird on strength.” 
 Since Qumran, 4QSama, and possibly the Septuagint agrees against 
BHS, they would be the preferred reading.  
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